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Vocabulary

Grammar

1.1

Life priorities

Review of present tenses
& simple past

What’s really important in life?

Speaking & Skills

Talk about life priorities
Create a personal profile
Talk about working / studying from home
Which sense do you use the most?
The senses + sense verbs &
Talk about sensations & experiences
1.2
adjectives
Talk about favorite things
Do you read, hear, or watch a lot of
Will / won't for predictions Make predictions
1.3
ads?
/ unplanned decisions
Write and act out an ad
What shouldn't you do to stay
Common illnesses
Should / shouldn't for
Talk about and identify common illnesses
1.4
healthy?
advice
Give advice
Will people live on the moon by 2050?
Make predictions
1.5
When do you ask for help?
Expressions for offering,
Offer and accept / refuse help
accepting & refusing help
Writing 1: A personal email
ID Café 1: Old school
Do you ever read newspapers?
News media
Talk about how you get your news
2.1
Genres of news stories
Do a news survey
What were you doing at 8 o’clock last
Past continuous
Talk about family communication
2.2
night?
Describe photos
What's the world's most serious
Global problems
Talk about global / local problems
2.3
problem?
Natural phenomena
Describe TV shows
Talk about natural phenomena
Past continuous vs.
Invent / test an alibi
2.4 Was your mom living here when you
were born?
simple past
Read about a total solar eclipse
Talk about dramatic interruptions
What do you carry in your pockets?
Understand and retell a story
2.5
Are you a good listener?
Listening & reacting phrases
Be a good listener
Writing 2: A survey report
ID Café 2: Nature boy and natural woman
Review 1 p.30
How often do you travel?
Traveling
Compare feelings about traveling
3.1
Do a travel quiz
Share travel experiences
Have you ever been to another
Present perfect 1: past
Talk about solutions
3.2
country?
experiences
Talk about past experiences
Have you sung a song in English yet?
Bucket list items
Present perfect 2:
Talk about what you have already done
3.3
completed actions
List 10 life ambitions
(already, just, yet)
Gap years
Present perfect 3:
Talk about advantages / disadvantages of
3.4 How long have you lived here?
unfinished past (for,
taking a gap year
since)
Talk about unfinished experiences
Do you write reviews?
Hotel descriptions
Talk about hotel reviews
3.5
Are you a logical person?
Suffixes -ic, -ment, -al, -ion
React to unexpected information
Writing 3: An internship application
ID Café 3: Under the moon
Were you spoiled as a child?
Childhood
Talk about the kind of child you were
4.1
Personality adjectives
Do & make
Used to and simple past Talk about childhood habits & memories
4.2 What did you use to do as a child?
Ways of listening to music Past simple vs. Used to
Talk about how you listen to music
4.3 Has your taste in music changed?
Write a tweet giving an opinion about music
Adjectives
Comparatives /
Make comparisons
4.4 Do you speak English as often as
possible?
superlatives / as… as…
Talk about first experiences
So / but
Talk about pets
4.5 How many pets have you had?
Have you thought about moving
Prepositions + -ing
Make recommendations
abroad?
Writing 4: A social media post
ID Café 4: Animal instincts
Review 2 p.56
What would you like to study?
School subjects & facilities
Talk about choosing a college and career plans
5.1
What do you have to do tonight?
Class activities
Obligation &
Talk about class activities
5.2
prohibition
Talk about rules in your life
Are you a good student?
Good study habits
Too / enough / too much / Give tips about school
5.3
too many
Talk about reasons for quitting school / a job
What will you do when you pass this
Zero & first conditional
Talk about how to make friends
5.4
course?
Make suggestions for changes
How do you usually get in touch?
Ways of communicating
Pronouns & referencing
Compare generations
5.5
Family generations
Understand references
Do you often take risks?
Warnings & promises
Give warnings & make promises
phrases
Writing 5: A personal statement
ID Café 5: Man and cyberman!
Mid-term review p.70
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Question syllabus

8

©

1

When do you get up?

2
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10

Vocabulary
Leisure time activities

6.2

Would you like to try hang gliding?

Verbs of movement

6.3

Do you feel like going out tonight?

Prepositions of movement

6.4

What do you enjoy doing on your
Sports equipment
birthday?
Phrasal verbs
What's the highest place you've been
to?
Would you rather stay in or go out?
Phrases to express
preferences

6.5

7

Writing 6: An adventure vacation blog

ID Café 6: Brain vs. brawn

Review 3 p.84

How often do you go to the movies?

Movies

7.2

Are you crazy about music?

Passionate interests

7.3
7.4

What do you have a lot of at home?
Who was Instagram created by?

Numbers & fractions

7.5

What do you think about reality TV?

Talk about movies
Analyze favorite movies
Talk about what you feel passionate about
Find a relevant song line
Talk about unusual collections
Talk about online piracy
Write a trivia quiz
Talk about reality TV

Writing 7: A TV series review

ID Café 7: Sound tracks

Are you into science fiction?

Technology

8.2

Do you ever switch off from
technology?
Will space vacations be popular
soon?
Is technology making us more, or
less, social?
Who do you talk to when you need
help?
Will you ever get married?

Pronouns in phrasal verbs
Intonation in questions

8.4
8.5

False cognates

Give opinions

Phrasal verbs

Talk about the technology you use
Give opinions about technology
Share experiences of technology

Future forms 1

Compare predictions about life in the future

Future forms 2

Talk about conversation habits
Role-play replying to invitations
Understand ads
Talk about coaching professionals
Make fortune-telling predictions

Coaching services

Expressions for certainty
& doubt

ID Café 8: Back to your future

Review 4 p.110

What do you think of marriage?

Weddings

Do you think romantic movies are
entertaining?
If you had three wishes, what would
they be?
Have you ever performed for an
audience?

Romance
Intensifiers

Compare weddings
Talk about marriage & weddings
Give advice about romantic problems
Compare intense feelings
Talk about unreal situations

9.3
9.4

9.5

©

Writing 8: A formal enquiry email
9.1
9.2

-ed & -ing adjectives
Second conditional

Performers

May, might, could, must,
can’t + be

How do you get on with your siblings? Birth order
Is there something I can help with?

Writing 9: Giving advice

10

Pronouns some-, any-,
every-, noSo & such
Passive voice: present
& past

Reality shows
Devices to improve
fluency
Agreeing / disagreeing

8.1

8.3

9

Speaking & Skills
Talk about leisure time activities
Talk about a vacation in Florida
Prepositions & adverbs
Talk about how you feel about adventurous
sports
Compound nouns
Retell a story about an extreme race
Complete a humorous postcard about a
vacation
Verb + infinitive / gerund Describe how to play a sport
Reply to an invitation
Guess meaning
Talk about phobias
Would rather / prefer
Make difficult decisions

7.1

Are you a good singer?

8

Grammar
Go gerund (verb + -ing)
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Question syllabus
Have you ever been to Florida?
6.1

ID Café 9: Green-eyed monsters

10.1 Do you often feel stressed?

Causes & symptoms
of stress
over- / under- / a lack of
10.2 Would you like to change anything in Lifestyle changes
your life?
Money
10.3 What’s your attitude to money?
Alternative lifestyles
10.4 How often do you post on social
media?
10.5 Do you enjoy reading in English?
How would you describe your best
friend?
Writing 10: A narrative

Talk about performers
Make conclusions
Share stories about wrong conclusions
Talk about the effect of birth order
Give advice

Talk about the biggest causes of stress
Talk about ways to cope with stress

Relative pronouns: that
& who

Talk about lifestyle changes
Describe photos
Talk about a documentary movie
Compare attitudes to money / recycling
Asking questions: review Talk about reunions
How + adj / adv question Compare attitudes to language learning
stress
Create a social media chat using emojis
Read faster
one / ones
Describe people & things

ID Café 10: The dog days of August

Review 5 p.136

Grammar p. 138   Irregular verbs p. 158   Sounds and usual spellings p. 160   Audioscript p. 162
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